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Laboratory Facilities for Testing Thermal Engines  

This work presents an electromechanical plant through with which is 
realised couples different resistant, MR   (0 ÷ MRN), on the gearbox 
shaft of internal combustion engine. The purpose is to study the plant 
in phase and stationary behaviour of the main technical parameters 
that define the engine operation such as: torque, speed, temperature, 
pressure, vibration, burnt gas, noise, forces. You can take 
measurements to determine engine performance testing and research 
on improving engine thermal efficiency. With the proposed plant is built 
by measuring the characteristic internal combustion engines (tuning 
characteristic and functional characteristic) and determine the technical 
performance of interest, optimal. 
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1. Introduction  

Heat engines are systems that convert heat of a fuel into mechanical work 
through a working fluid. In the tests being put on the engine heat on the stand, 
present interest the construction by measurements of the following curves:  

 
1.1 Features adjustable 

1.1.1 Fuel consumption characteristics 
 This means the variations: effective power (PE), specific fuel consumption 

(CC) and coefficient of excess air (λ) depending on fuel consumption (CO), to speed 
construction [1]. For construction of these curves, the achievement of n = ct is 
obtained by modification of MR at each change of fuel flow (QC). 

Load factor is: 
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where:  
Pe is the effective power of the engine; 
Pec– is the effective power continues. 
Excess air coefficient 

                                             
minL

L
=λ                                             (2) 

where: 
 L is  quantity of air available; 
 Lmin- minimum quantity of air for theoretical combustion of 1 kg fuel. 
 
Load engine corresponding to effective power Pe delivered to a specific 

engine speed. The engine load is adjusted by changing the position of throttle 
valves or injection pump rack. Is determined the optimal pole (Cemin) and maximum 
power (Pemax) and corresponding consumption of these points are defined for each 
engine tested. 

 
1.1.2 Advanced features 

This means the variations: effective power (Pe), specific fuel consumption (Ce) 
according to the advance (β) at constant load and constant speed. To build that 
characteristic, MR is changed with the advance in order to maintain n=ct. Is 
determined the optimal advanced graphics (βoptim) for Cemin and Pemax obtained 
simultaneously. 

 
1.2 Functional characteristics 

1.2.1 Characteristic of load 
This means the variations: hourly fuel consumption (CO), effective specific fuel 

consumption (EC), function load (P) at constant speed. The variation of load (P) is 
obtained from the shutter or rack in the injection pump and the speed remains 
constant changing MR. This type of characteristic allows the determination on the 
test stand, the engine performance at n =ct and limiting the power (P) of its 
various considerations (compounds emission pollutants, mechanical stress). 
Characteristic of load, allows determination of stationary operation points in 
adjustment phase of the engine. 

 
1.2.2 Characteristic of speed 
This means the variations: effective power (Pe), torque (M), fuel consumption 

zone (CO), actual fuel consumption (EC) according to the speed (n) in different 
tasks (P) constructed. Load (P) is determined from the shutter or the injection 
pump rack, and the speed is modified by changing MR. We can study the influence 
of various external factors (weather conditions, nonlinear friction) on the shape 
characteristics. 
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1.2.3 Regulatory feature 
 This means the dependence: Pe = f(n). The thermal ignition engines are 

required to limit the maximum speed (nmax) idling and under load. 
 
1.2.4 Feature loss 

This is the change of power loss (Pm) according to the speed (n). Is obtained 
by training the heat engine (powered off) by the DC motor (MCC) at different 
speeds and measuring the resisting torque of the gearbox shaft. 

 
1.3 Indicial responses 
The value of load step i(t) = P is chosen by the experimenter. In figure 1 is 

present the possible indicial response for Twingo engine in speed and in figure 2 is 
present the possible indicial response for Twingo engine in temperature. The 
experimental obtained results will be compared   with theoretical results. 

  

 
 

Figure 1. Indicial response in speed 
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Figure 2. Indicial response in temperature 
 

 
 
        2. Theoretical considerations 
        2.1. Modelling production equipment of resistant torque MR. 

 

To load the output shaft of the gearbox of the engine with a torque resistant, 
is required an equipment to generate a torque MR, changed slightly. To this pur-
pose it proposes a plant with block diagram shown in figure 3. Resistant torque is 
produced by two electric machines, mechanically coupled, or made with the same 
shaft, under a DC generator and the other under field excited asynchronous gen-
erator capacitor. Total resistant torque shaft of the gearbox, MR has the expres-
sion: 

 
            MR = MR0 + MGCC + MGAS                               (3)  

   
The resistant torque MR is produced by a module composed of a DC generator 

with separate excitation (GCC) and a squirrel-cage asynchronous generator (Gas) 
mechanically coupled. By modification the resistance Rx and capacity Cx is obtain-
ing a variable resistant torque on shaft mode, MR  (0 ÷ MRN) where: MR0 is the ini-
tial friction torque [2], [3], [4]. 
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MRGcc=kgcc · Φex · IA                                   (4) 
 

MRGcc is the torque produced by DC generator with separate excitation. 
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MRGas is is the torque produced by asynchronous generator. 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Block diagram of experimental plant 
 

1.Internal combustion engine; 2.- sensors; 3.- coupling mechanical; 4 .- gearbox; 
5.- torque transducers, 6.- DC machine; 7.- asynchronous machine; 8.- speed 
transducers; 9.- module interfaces; 10 .- Data acquisition system (SAD) 11 .- PC, 
RX - variable load resistance R. - fixed load resistance, CX-capacity variable. 
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By changing its RX and CX is set the desired torque MR. With sensors of: 

torque, speed, pressure, acceleration, noise, carbon monoxide, temperature and 
data acquisition system (SAD) it shall record the necessary construction and meas-
urement of physical quantities desired curves and presented in Chapter 1. Resis-
tant power produced is: 

RMP ⋅Ω=                                          (9) 

2.2. Identification of internal combustion engine 

From the answer clues of n = f (t) and θ = f (t) is calculated: the constant 
time delay T1 transfer coefficients KMi times out Tµ1 and transfer function of inter-
nal combustion engine, HMAI(s). 

3. Experimental results 

So far, they obtained the following partial results: 

3.1. The construction of a part of the proposed plant 

Construction of a part of the proposed experimental plant and measurement 
system for testing thermal engines is shown in Figure 4.a and 4.b. 

    
Figure 4.a View of experimental plant    Figure 4.b View of measurement system 
 

Engine under test is type Renault Twingo, 1200 cm3, with gasoline injection. 
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3.2. Construction of virtual instrument  
Virtual instrument for recording parameters is achieved with graphic language 

LabVIEW, National Instruments product, version 8.5, Figure 5.a. and 5.b [5]. Fig-
ures 6, 7 and 8 presents physical stand vibration, transducers and acquisition sys-
tem of data 

 

 
 

Figure 5.a. Block diagram of virtual instrument created with LabView 8.5 
 

 
 

Figure 5.b. Diagrams of speed characteristics 
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Figure 6. Measurment of temperature with temperature sensor  
 

 

Figure 7. Three axis accelerometer 10G 
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Figure 8. NI eDAQ-9172 data acquisition system 

3.3. Registration of data 

Registration of temperature of engine is shown in Figure 9. 

 

 

Figure 9. Experimental resluts of temperature 

4. Conclusion  

As a result of the activities made till present, we have the following 
conclusions: 
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-The possibility of internal combustion engine test at rated load over nominal 
by appropriate choice of the two electric motors; - Realization of dynamic and 
static testing schemes without the need for mechanical brakes, which require large 
volumes and introducing non-linear sizes; -The possibility of involvement of small 
internal combustion engine, electric cars by passing under the engine, with the 
advantage of a flexible laboratory facility; -The possibility of change in real times 
the physical quantities and their processing through the system of data acquisition;  

- Is possible to continue studies and investigations on the basis of the Twingo 
engine test stand built. 
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